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AN APPLICATION OF FUZZY LOGIC TO ROBOTIC VISION AND CONTROL
Abstract
A robot arm system able to manipulate a moving object on a belt conveyor at
various speeds is built, consisting of two parts. The first part is related
to recognizing patterns in real time. In this part, a method of construct-
ing a fuzzy discriminant tree is proposed, where three newly defined
measures called effectiveness, importance, and a p p l i c a b i l i t y are introduced.
The robot arm system is able to recognize the shape and the size of moving
patterns on a belt conveyor based on the fuzzy discriminant tree. The
second part is to replace (grasp and put) a moving object based on fuzzy
inference (or approximate reasoning) rules with the aid of an image process-
ing technique. The whole system is controlled by one 16-bit personal
computer and works in real time. The advantages of the proposed method are
the reduction of processing time and the a v a i l a b i l i t y of low-level devices
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Fig. 6. Twelve patterns used in the shape recognition experiment.
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a l i t t l e a uay < > far a uay
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Vagueness map





























Fuzzy labels of V , L , P


















































































(b) Fuzzy labels of Distance betueen object and robot-hand ( L )
near <^ ;> far













































































































(c) Fuzzy labels of ( estimated )moving-Distance ( P )
a l i t t l e auay < > far a uay
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C A M E R A . H
F R A M E
M E M 0 R Y X 2
1 6 - b i t
P E R S O N A L
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Table 1 Fuzzy labels of H, A, P





































-8 -7 -6 -5 -4
1 .9 .6 .2 .1
.1 .2 .6 .9 1
0 0 0 0 .1
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
labels of A
negative
-9 -8 -7 -6 -5
1 .9 .6 .2 .1
.1 .2 .4 .8 1
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
labels of P
le f tieit
-8 -7 -6 -5 -4
1 .9 .6 .2 .1
.1 .2 .6 .9 1
0 0 0 0 .1
0 0 0 0 0
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